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NICE  TO MEET YOU

LORI RICHARDS
CEO



POLL:  

DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION HAVE A CRISIS 
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN?



IF A REPORTER WALKED INTO YOUR ORGANIZATION 
TODAY, DO YOU HAVE CONFIDENCE ABOUT HOW IT 

WOULD BE HANDLED?

POLL:  



IF SOMEONE MADE ACCUSATIONS OR DAMAGING 
STATEMENTS ABOUT YOUR ORGANIZATION ON 

TWITTER, WOULD YOU FIND OUT ABOUT IT WITHIN 
A DAY?

POLL:  



ABOUT US



CAPABILITIES



A SAMPLING OF WHO WE WORK WITH

CLIENTS



AGENDA

Ask questions as we 
go using the Q&A 
feature at the bottom 
of your screen.

The importance 
of planning

What to do when 
a crisis hits

Lessons learned: 
case studies

Resources available at muellercommunications.com/league



THE IMPORTANCE 
OF PLANNING



HOW 
DID 
YOU 
RATE?

ANY “NO” RESPONSE IS AN 
AREA OF VULNERABILITY.
●

○
○

●
○

○



CRISIS SEVERITY
LEVEL 1: MOST SEVERE
Workplace homicide, accidental workplace death, serious injury, violence

LEVEL 2: SEVERE
Major damage, building accident, weather disaster

LEVEL 3: MODERATE
Breach of confidential information, personal / sexual assault allegations, 
major burglary

LEVEL 4: MILD
Scandal, malicious rumor or slander, vandalism / theft

LEVEL 5: LOW
Delay in delivery of services / products, leave of absence, loss of equipment

Crisis severity is tied 
to the “lead-time” you 
will have in preparing 
your response and the 
likelihood that a 
member of the media 
will show up on site.



CONTACT TREE
CRISIS SITUATION OCCURS

CRISIS MANAGEMENT TEAM LEAD/CHAIR

LEGAL 
COUNSEL

COMMUNICATIONS 
MANAGER AND/OR 

PR FIRM

ORGANIZATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP

CRISIS MANAGEMENT TEAM



OTHER  PLANNING

Template 
communications 

materials

Stakeholder 
contact 

information

Account information

ELEMENTS



HOW 
DID 
YOU 
RATE?

ANY “NO” RESPONSE IS AN 
AREA OF VULNERABILITY.
●

○
○

●
○

○



Media inquiries must be responded to in a way that is clear, concise, accurate 
and timely to help ensure the media reports accurate information and offers 
a balanced view of the issue.
To ensure an accurate and timely message, statements should only be made 
by designated and trained individuals. 

What to do if you are approached by the media:
● Ask for the names and affiliations of the individual

● Say: “I am sorry, the person you should speak with is not available at this 
time. Please give me your name and number and the appropriate person 
will get back to you promptly.”

● Report the contact to the appropriate spokesperson 

MEDIA PROTOCOL
A media protocol is 
not mean to stifle an 
employee’s right to 
speak to the media, 
but is designed to 
ensure that comments 
made to the media are 
timely and accurate. Download a sample media protocol at muellercommunications.com/tricor



Key Considerations:
● How are you monitoring social media mentions? 
● Do you have a protocol in place for when and how to respond?
● Who has control of your platforms? 
● Are you taking simple steps to protect your accounts from hijacking?

SOCIAL MEDIA

Download a sample media protocol at muellercommunications.com/tricor



QUESTIONS?
Use the Q&A Function to Submit Questions



WHEN A 
CRISIS HITS



THE COVID-19 CRISIS
●

BLACK LIVES MATTER AND SOCIAL UNREST
●

NO WIN SITUATIONS
●

“CANCEL CULTURE”
●

CRISIS IN 2020



●

●

●

●

●

LEADERSHIP 
MATTERS



Uncertainty is high and 
information is in high demand

The “facts” may change rapidly

Resources are directed away 
from day-to-day operations

Stakeholder trust is threatened

WHAT TO EXPECT



●

●

●

●

●

●

●

GUIDING 
PRINCIPLES



COMMUNICATION DO’S
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

WHAT TO DO



WHAT NOT TO DO
COMMUNICATION DON’TS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●



THE CHANGING MEDIA
JOURNALISTS ARE MAKING 
METRICS-BASED DECISIONS

agreed that the availability of 
audience metrics like views and 
engagement has changed the way 
journalists evaluate their stories

OVERWHELMED 
& OVERWORKED

OF
   JOURNALISTSG

LO
B

A
LL

Y,

ARTICLES 

Source: Cision’s 2019 Global State of the Media Report



QUESTIONS?
Use the Q&A Function to Submit Questions



CASE STUDIES



“CANCEL 
CULTURE”

ISSUE: 



THE  APPROACH
● Identify avenues of communication

○

● Monitor social and traditional media

● Put protocols in place

● Articulate positions
○
○

● Diffuse traditional media investigation
THE GOAL:
Diffuse the issue in 
person and online 
before it grew. Correct 
misinformation and try 
to repair relationships.



The bottom line: 

This was not an issue of ill-intent, rather of poor 
communication from an industry that was struggling 
to stay alive, in addition to struggling with D/E/I issues.

No traditional media coverage ran, and we provided the 
foundation to minimize reputational damage and 
rebuild relationships

THE  RESULTS



The year #2020 has put many organizations 
at the center of no win situations and are in 
situations where they feel the need to 
“choose sides.” 
● School districts: teachers vs. parents
● Municipalities: police vs. citizens
● Manufacturers: employees (supply) vs. 

customers (demand)

ISSUE: NO WIN 
SITUATION



● Be the referee.
○

● There is a need for clarity and facts right now.
○

■

■

■

THE GOAL:
Change the game. Seeing 
this as traditional 
“offense vs. defense” 
puts you in a position 
to have to choose.

THE  APPROACH



●  Leaders receiving recognition for leadership.

●  Posting and updating COVID-19 policies, procedures and 
safeguards provides a clear, timestamped “trail” to 
employees, the public and the media to point to if there 
are accusations that an organization isn’t doing enough 
or the right things to protect safety.

THE  RESULTS



Learn more at: 
muellercommunications.com/tricor

QUESTIONS?
Use the Q&A Function to Submit Questions


